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CLIENT CASE STUDY

Boldly Going to the Next Frontier  
of Cybersecuity Measures   
 
A Newport Group client whose business relies on being on the cutting edge of 
cybersecurity chose us as their plan provider. Our technology team, working  
alongside the client, deployed “next frontier” practices that are now helping  
enhance cybersecurity for all Newport Group clients.  
 
Situation 
A multinational technology company engaged Newport Group to 
create its deferred compensation plan. At nearly the same time, 
there were several high-profile cybersecurity breaches at the 
largest brand names in its industry. In response, the client 
proactively implemented more stringent cybersecurity standards 
to govern the firms and vendors they do business with across the 
globe. Newport Group became one of the first firms to undergo 
this more rigorous process. 

Solution 
Newport Group and the client conducted a thorough audit of our 
technology, and proposed and implemented new measures to 
further help protect and enhance our systems. 

These included steps that would help prevent site hijacking 
(cross-site scripting prevention), better protect files when 
uploaded to our plan sponsor website, and keep the client’s  
plan data better secured within our servers (with dedicated 
server tenants, external java script security and encrypted  
cookie control). 

Outcome 
Newport Group was one of the first benefits providers to go 
through the intense scrutiny called for by this new audit process, 
and the client quickly approved our firm.  

Most importantly, thanks to our shared infrastructure model, all of 
our clients will realize the benefits of the many cybersecurity 
improvements we have implemented.  

Fast Facts 
• Client Industry: Technology  

• Plan Type: New Non-Qualified 
Deferred Compensation Plan 

 

How We Helped  
the Client 
• Addressed cybersecurity 

issues  

• Leveraged new protocols to 
clients across our lines of 
business 

 

How We Helped Our 
Advisor Partners 
• Strengthened client 

relationship  


